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Illusive Accelerates the Benefits of Zero 
Trust Security in Microsoft Environments

Par tner Brie f

Protect People, Devices, Applications, and Data Wherever They Are Located
Cloud applications and the mobile workforce have redefined the security perimeter. Even advanced security solutions, such 
as endpoint detection and response (EDR) can be easily circumvented by a motived attacker. Once attackers establish a 
beachhead it becomes trivial to pivot across the network until they reach your crown jewels. Illusive integrates with Microsoft 
to enrich the security of Microsoft-enabled hybrid cloud environments and augments the functionality of Microsoft’s security 
stack. Illusive is a lightweight, agentless solution that can be deployed on premises or in the cloud with no hardware required.

What We Do at Illusive: Stopping Ransomware Starts with Cyber Hygiene
Illusive Active Defense cleans your attack surface by automatically removing unnecessary identities and pathways, and 
detects attacker lateral movement through deception technology to protect valuable enterprise data.

Automatically audit and remediate 
the exposed credentials, connections 
and pathways that attackers use to 

move across your network.

REDUCE
Assume breach. Minimize the blast 
radius for lateral attack movement 

with baited lures that trigger 
alerts to reduce your mean time to 

detection (MTTD).

EXPAND
Rich intelligence and analytics reduce 
your mean time to respond (MTTR) to 
attacks. Automate incident response 
with telemetry data that details the 

precise nature of an attack. 

RESPOND

Illusive + Microsoft = A Holistic Approach to Security 
Online travel booking company Agoda wanted to defend its 
suddenly remote workforce from human-operated attacks like 
ransomware in a way that comfortably combined with its existing 
Microsoft security stack. Illusive integrations with Intune, Azure 
Active Directory and Azure Application Proxy gave Agoda a 
holistic security approach no matter where employees were 
logging in.

CASE STUDY

“I was very amazed by the cooperation from 
Microsoft and Illusive – this is what brings this 
relationship to a huge success. The benefit is 
more effectiveness. We get the visibility we 
are really looking for.”
Guy Friedman, Head of Security Operation and 
Response, Agoda

Illusive is a Microsoft Co-Sell Ready Partner
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ILLUSIVE AND MICROSOFT

Defender for Endpoint
Augment Microsoft’s endpoint detection and 
response with Illusive’s advanced threat detection 
to reduce mean time to response (MTTR) to 
ransomware and advanced persistent threats.

365 E5 Security
Extend Illusive’s advanced threat detection into 
Microsoft 365 environments to prevent lateral 
attack movement in cloud-based environments.

Azure Active Directory
Discover and remove exposed 
privileged identities to protect access to 
sensitive data.

Azure Sentinel
Accelerate incident response with rich 
intelligence and analytics that provide 
greater visibility and reduce risk exposure.

Azure Cloud
Respond to cloud-based access anomalies 
in real-time with deception-based advanced 
threat detection.

Defender for Office 365
Protect Office 365 with deception-based 
Microsoft Office documents and beacons.
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Illusive and Microsoft 
Provide End-to-End Protection for Complex Modern Environments

Illusive integrations with Azure Active Directory, Microsoft Endpoint Manager and Azure Sentinel enable unique visibility into 
ransomware risks and advanced attacks. Illusive automatically discovers and mitigates exposed identities and pathways that 
can be used during an attack.

Illusive integrations with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint (MDE) enables industry leading protection against ransomware 
and advanced attacks. Illusive increases detection rates and decreases false positive rates with deception-based detection of 
lateral attack movement.


